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Robotic Surgery



...but you 
cannot feel 

what the tools 
are touching.

Excellent 
visualization 

and dexterity...
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Current technology cannot provide 
perfect haptic feedback  

in surgical robots like the da Vinci.



Are any types of haptic feedback 
both technically feasible and  

helpful to surgeons?



Table 1 | Tactile sensory innervation of the hand

Afferent type  
(and response properties)

Receptive field  
(and probe)

Density  
(afferents per cm2)

FA-I (fast-adapting type I) 
Meissner endings

• Sensitive to dynamic skin 
deformation of relatively 
high frequency (~5–50 Hz)

• Insensitive to static force
• Transmit enhanced 

representations of local 
spatial discontinuities 
(e.g., edge contours and 
Braille-like stimuli)

SA-I (slowly-adapting type I) 
Merkel endings

• Sensitive to low-frequency 
dynamic skin deformations 
(<~5 Hz)

• Sensitive to static force
• Transmit enhanced 

representations of local 
spatial discontinuities

FA-II (fast-adapting type II) 
Pacini ending

• Extremely sensitive to 
mechanical transients and 
high-frequency vibrations 
(~40–400 Hz) propagating 
through tissues

• Insensitive to static force
• Respond to distant events 

acting on hand-held objects

SA-II (slowly-adapting type II) 
Ruffini-like endings

• Low dynamic sensitivity
• Sensitive to static force
• Sense tension in dermal and 

subcutaneous collagenous 
fibre strands

• Can fire in the absence 
of externally applied 
stimulation and respond to 
remotely applied stretching 
of the skin

Data from REFS 6,20.

Nature Reviews | Neuroscience
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Action-phase controller
A learned sensorimotor 
‘control policy’ that uses 
specific sensory information 
and sensory predictions to 
generate motor commands  
to attain a sensory goal.

Sensorimotor control point
A planned contact event in 
which predicted and actual 
sensory signals are compared 
to assess the outcome of an 
executed action-phase 
controller.

largely subconsciously and very rapidly, the use of tac-
tile signals differs across tasks and task phases, and the 
forces that are involved in manipulation typically differ 
from the forces that are present during gentle touch.

The information that a mechanoreceptive affer-
ent conveys depends on several factors, including the 
branching of the nerve terminal, the mechanical proper-
ties of the end organs of the nerve endings, the anchor-
ing of the end organs in the surrounding tissues and, not 
least, the overall mechanical deformational properties of 
these tissues. Thus, the distributed patterns of stresses 
and strains that develop in the skin and the underlying 
tissues when a fingertip interacts with an object affect 
both afferents that terminate in contact areas and affer-
ents that terminate remotely21–23. This implies that the 

actual receptive field of an afferent can be considerably 
larger than the classical cutaneous receptive field deline-
ated by lightly touching the hand with a  pointed object 
(TABLE 1). Consequently, models of neural encoding of 
tactile stimuli that visualize the receptor mosaic as a 
two-dimensional pixel-like array of densely localized 
sensors distributed over a flat skin surface15–17 are not 
viable for predicting tactile signalling in manipulation 
tasks. Importantly, the functional overlap of large recep-
tive fields can enhance rather than degrade the encoding 
of spatiotemporal information24,25.

Owing to the mechanical properties of the fingertip, the 
mapping between fingertip events and afferent responses 
is highly complex16,22,23. Simply looking at how the  
pattern of stress develops in the contact area when  
the fingertip contacts a flat surface demonstrates this 
complexity (BOX 2). Researchers have attempted to model 
the mechanics of the fingertip while incorporating its 
composite material properties, with the goal of predict-
ing the responses of populations of tactile afferents to 
various fingertip stimuli26–34. However, no model yet 
possesses the level of realism that satisfies this goal.

Contact events and action goals in manipulation
Dexterous manipulation tasks can be broken down 
into a series of action phases, usually delimited by the 
mechanical events that represent subgoals of the task 
(see REFS 5,35 for details). For example, when picking 
up a hammer to strike a nail, contact between the digits 
and the handle marks the end of the reach phase; the 
braking of contact between the hammer and the support 
surface marks the end of the load phase; and contact 
between the hammer head and the nail marks the end of 
the swing phase. Mechanical events involved in manipu-
lation generate specific patterns of activity in the tactile 
afferents and often also in auditory and visual afferents. 
Thus, manipulation tasks can be specified as a sequence 
of specific sensory events linked to subgoals.

To achieve these subgoals the brain has to select and 
execute appropriate action-phase controllers5 (BOX 3). In 
order to accurately predict the required motor output 
and associated sensory events, action-phase control-
lers must have information about the properties of the 
objects involved and the current state of the motor appa-
ratus. If predictions are erroneous, corrective actions can 
be launched based on real-time sensory information. 
However, because of the long time delays in sensorimotor 
control loops engaged in corrective actions (~100 ms), 
dexterous manipulation is not possible unless predictions 
are accurate5. In order to smoothly link action phases, 
the predicted terminal sensory state of the active con-
troller could be used as the initial state by the controller 
responsible for the next action phase. If the brain relied 
on peripheral afferent information to obtain this state 
information, stuttering phase transitions would occur.

The comparison of predicted and actual sensory sig-
nals can be used to monitor task progression and detect 
performance errors (BOX 3). Contact events, which denote 
completion of action goals, represent crucial sensorimotor 
control points because they give rise to discrete sensory 
signals in one or more modalities. If an error is detected, 
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Tactile!
+!

Kinesthetic position!
orientation!
force!
torque

contact location!
pressure!
shear!
slip!
vibration!
temperature
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Three-axis high-bandwidth  
MEMS-based accelerometer!

$10

sensor



Works for all tools!

No need for sterilization

sensor



One-axis high-bandwidth  
voice coil actuator!

$300

actuator



actuator
Delivers realistic vibrations!

Doesn't interfere with robot







Haptic  
tool vibration 
feedback is 

technically feasible.!

Does it help  
the surgeon?

Image by Intuitive Surgical, Inc.



Do these vibration signals occur  
during real surgery?



David I. Lee!
Urologic Surgeon

Alexei Wedmid!
Fellow

Karlin Bark, William McMahan, Austin Remington, Jamie Gewirtz, Alexei Wedmid, David I. Lee, and Katherine J. Kuchenbecker.  
In vivo validation of a system for haptic feedback of tool vibrations in robotic surgery. Surgical Endoscopy, 27(2):656–664, February 2013.

Examined 30 minutes of surgery.  Identified 1404 actions.

Urologic Procedures on a Porcine Model



Sample Data - Right Tool

82% of actions cause measurable vibrations



The intensity of the 
interaction dictates the 
strength of the tool’s 

vibration.!

55 of the 1404 tagged events 
(3.9%) occurred outside the 
endoscopic camera’s field of 

view or when vision was 
obscured.

Karlin Bark, William McMahan, Austin Remington, Jamie 
Gewirtz, Alexei Wedmid, David I. Lee, and Katherine J. 
Kuchenbecker. In vivo validation of a system for haptic 
feedback of tool vibrations in robotic surgery. Surgical 

Endoscopy, 27(2):656–664, February 2013.



Noel Williams!
Bariatric Surgeon

Bariatric Procedures on Human Patients

Kris Dumon!
Bariatric Surgeon

William McMahan, Ernest D. Gomez, Liting Chen, Karlin Bark, John C. Nappo, Eza I. Koch, David I. Lee, Kristoffel 
Dumon, Noel Williams, and Katherine J. Kuchenbecker.   A practical system for recording instrument interactions 

during live robotic surgery. Journal of Robotic Surgery, 7(4):351–358, December 2013.

Recorded 14 sleeve gastrectomies.  !
Found significant differences between phases of the operation.



Gregory S. Weinstein!
ENT Surgeon

TORS Procedures on Human Patients

Recorded 5 trans-oral tumor resections.  !
Found significant differences between spatula and grasper vibrations.

Bert W. O’Malley, Jr.!
ENT Surgeon

Ernest D. Gomez, Gregory S. Weinstein, Bert W. O’Malley, Jr., William McMahan, Liting Chen, Katherine 
J. Kuchenbecker.  A Practical System For Recording Instrument Contacts and!

Collisions During Transoral Robotic Surgery.  Presented at Triological Society at COSM, April 2013.



Do these vibration signals occur  
during real surgery?!

Yes



Do surgeons like haptic  
tool vibration feedback?



2013 SAGES Learning Center in Baltimore



haptic and audio feedback 
of tool vibrations



Jacqueline K. Koehn and Katherine J. Kuchenbecker, “Surgeons and Non-Surgeons Prefer Haptic 
Feedback of Tool Vibrations in Robotic Surgery.”  Accepted to Surgical Endoscopy.

Other!
18

Medical Students!
8

Residents!
17

Fellows!
13

Attending Surgeons!
38

94 Participants



Do you think it would be useful for you or other surgeons 
to have the option of using vibrotactile feedback?

Yes!
100%

No!
0%

Jacqueline K. Koehn and Katherine J. Kuchenbecker, “Surgeons and Non-Surgeons Prefer Haptic 
Feedback of Tool Vibrations in Robotic Surgery.”  Accepted to Surgical Endoscopy.



Neither!
2%

Both Haptics and Audio!
62% Only Audio!

1%

Only Haptics!
35%

Which type of tool vibration feedback do you prefer?

Jacqueline K. Koehn and Katherine J. Kuchenbecker, “Surgeons and Non-Surgeons Prefer Haptic 
Feedback of Tool Vibrations in Robotic Surgery.”  Accepted to Surgical Endoscopy.



How did tool vibration feedback affect you?

0%

25%

50%

75%

100%

Made Me More Aware of Tool Contacts Interfered With Ability to Use Robot

12%

96%

(Audio)

Jacqueline K. Koehn and Katherine J. Kuchenbecker, “Surgeons and Non-Surgeons Prefer Haptic 
Feedback of Tool Vibrations in Robotic Surgery.”  Accepted to Surgical Endoscopy.



Do surgeons like haptic  
tool vibration feedback?!

Yes



How could haptic feedback 
help the surgeon?



TORS Simulator

Andrés Bur, M.D.!
ENT Resident at Penn



• A porcine tongue was inserted into the pharynx of an airway 
mannequin through a hole in the vallecula.!

• A 5-mm cube of porcine skin was dyed red and inserted in a 
small pocket in the dorsal tongue to simulate a tumor.!

• A Crowe-Davis retractor was then used to expose the 
simulated tumor and tongue base.!

• A da Vinci Surgical System with a 30 degree endoscope was set 
up in the usual fashion for TORS tongue base hemiglossectomy.



Using the TORS Simulator



• 20 otolaryngology residents and 3 fellows.!

• Randomly assigned to operate with or without 
haptic tool vibration feedback.!

• Subject performed 4 simulated TORS posterior 
hemiglossectomies.!

• At the start of trial 5, a metal bar was placed to 
obstruct the spatula cautery, simulating an off-
camera collision with the patient’s teeth.!

• Trial was terminated when subject either noticed 
the obstruction or attempted to begin operating.  !

• Tool vibrations and trial duration were recorded.

Haptic Feedback Study





Subjects who noticed caused lower tool vibrations
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Subjects with haptic feedback noticed more often
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Subjects with haptic feedback noticed more quickly
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How could haptic feedback 
help the surgeon?!

noticing off-camera collisions



What do these  
tool vibrations mean?



Is this an experienced robotic surgeon?



No.  It is a novice.

Many awkward motions cause big vibrations.



Experienced robotic surgeons  
tend to do dry-lab tasks faster and with  

lower tool vibrations than novices.
IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON HAPTICS SUBMISSION, OCTOBER 2010 6

Fig. 7. The three manipulation tasks used in this experiment: (Left to Right) Peg Transfer, Needle Pass, and Suturing.

front. The holes have a diameter of 12.7 mm and
are spaced 1.27 cm apart.

3) Suturing: Using a curved needle with attached
suture, the subject ties one or two interrupted su-
tures (each with one square knot) across a straight
laceration in a piece of simulated tissue; novice da
Vinci users tied one, and experts tied two. This task
was adopted from the Intuitive Surgical da Vinci
Surgical System training curriculum.

For all of the tasks, the da Vinci was loaded with two
8-mm-diameter large needle driver tools. While subjects
performed the tasks, recorded operating room noise
was played in the background to better reproduce real
operating conditions. This noise also partially masks the
sounds coming directly from the robotic tools, which
would normally be muffled by the patient’s body wall.

The hardware for each of the three tasks was mounted
on a custom task board using reclosable fasteners (3M
Dual Lock). The active area of the board was instru-
mented with an ATI Mini40 six-degree-of-freedom force-
torque sensor. This sensor can measure forces up to
±40 N tangent to the plane of the task board and up
to ±120 N in the normal direction. This setup allows us
to record the force that the subject applies to the task
materials. We used a laptop and a National Instruments
USB-6259 multifunction DAQ to sample these force sig-
nals, as well as the contact acceleration signals from both
the left and right tools, at a rate of 2.5 kHz.

4.2 Experimental Procedure
Prior to the start of the experiment, subjects were told
that they were participating in a study to evaluate the
effectiveness of different types of high-frequency accel-
eration feedback while performing manipulation tasks
with the da Vinci Surgical System. After giving informed
consent, subjects filled out a demographic questionnaire.
Subjects were then shown a video describing the three
manipulation tasks, and they were instructed to execute
each task quickly, accurately, and with minimal force.

Subjects then sat down at the master console, where
they remained for the duration of the experiment, as
shown in Figure 6. Non-expert subjects were given a
brief explanation of the da Vinci S system, including
tool and camera clutching. They then practiced each
of the three tasks twice, grouped by task, first with
only visual feedback (V) and then with both audio

and haptic contact acceleration feedback (VAH). Subjects
were permitted additional practice time if requested.

Upon completion of the practice session, subjects were
asked to repeat the three tasks under each of the four
feedback conditions, grouped by condition. The order
of the tasks (peg transfer, needle pass, and suturing)
remained constant throughout the study. However, the
four feedback conditions were presented to users in a
pseudo-random balanced order to minimize ordering
bias across subjects. Subjects were made aware of the
feedback condition they were experiencing and were
permitted to stop and rest at any time.

To set up each task, one of the experimenters posi-
tioned the camera to provide a clear view of the ma-
terials and surgical instruments. The instruments were
placed in consistent locations to give ready access to the
task materials. Subjects were permitted to reposition the
camera during the task using the camera clutch (but this
feature was rarely employed by novices). Subjects were
given some time to adjust themselves to the new camera
and tool position before the task trial, but they were not
permitted to perform the task until told to start. For the
needle pass and suturing tasks, the needle and suture
were placed in a consistent position and orientation by
the experimenter so that they would be easily accessed
by the surgical tools.

A variety of data was gathered from each subject.
For the duration of the experiment, the subject’s spoken
comments and the video feeds provided to the subject
via the master console were captured using a lapel
microphone and a DVD recorder. Each trial was timed,
and both the tool accelerations and the three-axis forces
applied by the surgical tools to the task materials were
recorded. Subjects were also asked to answer a number
of questions via paper surveys throughout the study.
Rating questions were answered by placing a slash
mark along a 12.5 cm line that represents a continuum
between adjectives. These ratings were later normalized
by the 12.5 cm line length to yield ratings from 0 to 1.
Explanations and comments were hand written by the
subject and later transcribed by an experimenter.

Upon completion of each task, subjects rated the dif-
ficultly of the task on a continuum from “Very Easy” to
“Very Difficult”. Subjects were asked to “Explain what
made this task easy or difficult, particularly regarding
the type of sensory feedback you received”. After fin-
ishing a feedback condition, subjects filled out a six-

Peg Transfer Needle Pass Suturing

Ernest D. Gomez, Karlin Bark, Charlotte Rivera, William McMahan, Austin Remington, David I. Lee, Noel Williams, Kenric Murayama, 
Kristoffel Dumon, and Katherine J. Kuchenbecker.!Construct validity of instrument vibrations as a measure of robotic surgical skill.!

Journal of the American College of Surgeons, 215(3):S119–120, 2012.!
!

Karlin Bark, Ernest D. Gomez, Charlotte Rivera, William McMahan, Austin Remington, Kenric Murayama, David I. Lee, Kristoffel Dumon, 
Noel Williams, and Katherine J. Kuchenbecker.  Surgical instrument vibrations are a construct-valid measure of technical skill in robotic 

peg transfer and suturing tasks.  In Proc. Hamlyn Symposium on Medical Robotics, pages 50–51, London, England, 2012. 



What do these  
tool vibrations mean?!

technical skill



How would tool vibration feedback 
affect a surgeon in training?



12 general surgery residents!
(6 PGY-3 and 6 PGY-7)





Simulation Setting



Gastric Surgery Simulator





haptic feedback for haptics group no haptic feedback
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Residents who trained with 
haptic tool vibration feedback 

did better surgery.



How would tool vibration feedback 
affect a surgeon in training?!

accelerates learning



Haptic tool vibration feedback 
is both technically feasible and  

helpful to surgeons.
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Publications



Coulter Translational Research Award: “Vibrotactile and 
Auditory Feedback for Robotic Minimally Invasive Surgery”

Funding Sources

NSF #IIS-0845670: “CAREER: Haptography: Capturing  
and Recreating the Rich Feel of Real Surfaces”

Robot and Tool Donation 
from Intuitive Surgical

University of Pennsylvania  
students and colleagues



Thank you!

Katherine J. Kuchenbecker, Ph.D.!
Associate Professor, University of Pennsylvania!

kuchenbe@seas.upenn.edu!
http://haptics.grasp.upenn.edu
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Questions?

Katherine J. Kuchenbecker, Ph.D.!
Associate Professor, University of Pennsylvania!
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